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The Meaning of the Principle of Tot 
in the Doctrine of Pius XI and Pius 
and Its Application 
to Cases of Sexual Violence 
Marcelino Zalba, S.J · 
Father Zalba was professor of moral theology at th~ Gr; 
.t . Rome and consultor to the Sacred Congregatwn ~e_rsz Y f~he Faith when he wrote this article in 1968. Its tra ~~:e ~dward J. Bayer, S .T.D., is reprinted he~e w~th perm 
R . di Teologia, the Gregorian's theologzcal Journal, 
iity 
a I 
•rian Uni· 
the Doc· ' 
'lation by 
.;ion from 
l which it 
assegna . 225-237 
appeared zn Vol. IX, 1968, pp. . ted moral thee ,gian, was 
According to some, Father Zalba, a no . . . r shows hiS 
one of the chief architects of Humanae VIta;. Thz~ ~rtz~ a waY that 
understanding and application of the ?hurch s teac ~~~i~'/, for manY 
was more compassionate a~d Catholzc tha.n w~ ~~he ap . eals not to 
theologians prior to the Vatzcan II era. In h.zs ar zc ; lical ethiCS 
the teachings of that Council, but to the dzsco.u:ses ofn /:s t-heological 
by Pope Pius XII, thus assuring the authentz~zty o "r o t in some 
exploration an~ rooting it, as rathe;l !1~;~r cfo~~;;l ~~~un ~·en ts, but in 
rash interpretatiOn of the new y pu zs . " 
a scholarly clarification of the earlier po~tiff's teac~~ng. to the scDF. 
Retired from his position as (u~l-tzme consu o~. m oral theol· 
Father Zalba is dedicating his remaznzng years to teac zng 
ogy in South America. 
. 2 t <rive an 
t . u1 t d three moralists 0 E>' ~ I 1961 a vigorous debate 1 s Im a e . f on: Mal 
.n . ' in Studi Cattolici to the followmg ques 1 'thoul :f(:or:~:~~~~:: that she is going to be se~ually :o~at~~~: upon 
in any way consenting to the act ~hich is gom~ t~-t; ~~a pregnancY 
her with force, forear~ herself? agamst the even u I 
CAN A WOMAN THREATENED BY RAPE OUTSIDE MARRIAGE 
USE STERILIZATION DRUGS? 
THREE THEOLOGIANS IN 1961 ANSWER YES. 
At that time, public opinion was rather surprised at this affirmative 
response: Yes, a woman in such circumstances may indeed take such 
drugs! This answer seemed to contradict the declaration made by Pius 
XII in 1958: 
One brings about a direct sterilization, and therefore an illicit sterilization, 
when one halts ovulation to preserve the uterus from the conseque nces of a 
pregnancy which it cannot carry through (To Hematologists, 1958, empha· 
sis added). 
Some thought, at that time, that the solution given by the three 
moralists mentioned above was incompatible with the doctrine unani-
mously taught up to that time about the respect due to the "working 
of nature" in the human reproductive powers.3 This "working of 
nature," they objected, moves towards the generation of a new human 
being, a generation into which only God can claim the right to inter-
vene directly. Furthermore, not all the arguments brought forward by 
the three moralists appeared valid. In fact, some of these same writers 
who favored the defensive use of anovulant drugs against impregnation 
by rape, came later rightly to reject and abandon, not the newly 
proposed opinion itself, but certain of the arguments put forward to 
support that opinion. 
Further reflection has, however, on the one hand, clarified and 
consolidated the position presented by the three theologians in Studi 
Cattolici by recognizing that the individual has a power of stewardship ~ver the genital organs which can extend even to the deliberate inhibi-
tion of the normal ovulation of a woman. This same further reflection ~. on the other hand, sought to demonstrate that these interventions 
Into the biological processes of nature, in no way violate the moral o~der expressed in nature and in the activation of nature on the part 0 the human person. 
OPPOSITION TO THIS NEW APPROACH 
th·~Umber of authors began to line up in favor of the new line of 
re: ~-and their number kept growing. Others, however, had grave 
ti rvat~ons about it, and some even openly opposed it. This opposi-~n InaJ.~tained that the use of anti-conceptive agents was intrinsically 
co ' PreciSely because they were aimed against conception and were, 
Wensequentiy, directly sterilizing. As far as these opposition authors 
111 re concerned, we were dealing here simply with the use of evil kn~: fo~ a _good end, and such ac~io~ had to be judged by the well 
Pnnc1ple: The end does not JUstify the means. 
by taking anticonceptwn drugs· 
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CLARIFICATION OF THE NEWER APPROACF 
The solution newly advanced, however, in favor of the u 
zing drugs by the single woman in danger of under!: 
violence, insisted on two fundamental points: 
of sterili· 
1g sexual 
1) the direct sterilization condemned by the Magisterh 
sically evil is sterilization aimed at preventing procn 
sons who want to make use of the sexual function , 
good reason could be obliged to make use of it by 
marriage contract; 
as intrin· 
on in per· 
who with 
-; on of the 
2) the specific evil of the act of sterilization consists i ' 
sexual faculty deliberately to perform two ac• 
mutually contradictory. These two acts are: 
a) an act which, on the one hand, by God's own d( 
very nature, is aimed at generation, and 
b) an act which, on the other hand, impedes this 
But what about situations where there is a) no oblig, 
activity, and where, indeed, there is b) a positive oblii-
sexual activity, and a woman is adhering to this latter 
decisive act of the will? Can one not say that such a '· 
herself in danger of being violated, licitly and morally 
ception which physically would never take place if sl 
trol over the situation? 
>ing of the 
which are 
and by its 
ural effect. 
m to sexual 
on to avoid 
tgation by a 
,1an, finding 
vents a con· 
·ad any con· 
tctivity has a 
a in contrast 
"' ' ship of one s 
In circumstances like this., the suspension of ovulat 
meaning which is purely material. Is not its moral mea 
to its material meaning, entirely one of a wise stew 
own body by means of a temporary suspension of a l · 
a suspension fully justified by the total good both of , 
ism and of the person, namely the good of sparin~: 
organism and indeed the woman herself as a person , \-
age which she as, at the same time a bodily organis,. 
nal function, • 
bodily organ· 
th the bodily 
in no way obligated to bear? 
dens and da!ll· 
nd a person, is 
As far as we can judge, none of the three auth· who originallY 
defended this defensive sterilization call into doubt t · mt~in_sic ev~~! 
direct sterilization. None of them upholds his ov. opmwn w 
simultaneously admitting that there is any possibil · ::' that it contra· 
diets the fundamental declaration of Pius XI : 
· · g of 
Every use of marriage (in this case the sexual faculty ) m the achieVIn to 
which, by human deliberateness, the act is deprived of its natural P. 0~9e~O) . procreate life breaks the law of God and of nature ( Casti Co nnu bii, 
. ~n 
The conjugal sexual act shows by its very nature, of course, d. ·ne 
is intended for generation. It is therefore a rebellion against the 1~.100 
plan on the one hand to put this generative capacit y into opera 
1
ard 
ose toW 
and, on the other hand, to frustrate the natural purp WhO 
which it is inseparably directed by its Creat or. For He is the one 
gives this direction to these human faculties. 
. Itf does not ~eem quite correct, therefore, in this regard to go look-
mg or some kmd of distinction between 1) d · · 
sex and b) d . . a eclSlon merely to use 
into th a eclSlon to use ~ P_roc:eative act in deliberately entering 
the im e _sext~al ~eft. Su~h a distmctwn, it seems to us, is a figment of 
agma IOn, or this sexual act · b 't 
act If b . . zs, Y I s very nature a procreative 
an . we go y the prmciple "Causa causae, causa ~ausati " then 
Yone who performs an a t h' h · b · ' (i.e. it . . . c . w _Ic zs: Y Its very nature, procreative pro~rea~i~~{ hmatenalit~ Is~ m Its objective reality, directed toward 
whenever t as ~n obhgatwn also to accept that act as procreative 
collaborate~a :~~ I:~=l~ur:ar:rom . ~olding back . procre~tion, instead 
act Th' . . decisiOn to enter mto this procreative in~ a s: prmcipl~ ~il~ remain equally valid anytime a person enters 
realizes t~u~ act, If It Is morally licit for him, even if he hopes or even 
. a , as a matter of fact, it will be sterile 
. . 
APPLYING THIS NEW APPROACH 
ALSO TO SEXUAL VIOLENCE WITHIN MARRIAGE 
A. V alsecchi rep rt 1 h · · . 
who apply the ne o sa sot e opmwns of J. Snoeck and H. Demmer, 
of marriage b t ~approach not ?nly to forced sexual actions outside 
to Valseccht t~ a so to sexual VIolence within marriage. 4 According 
mate self-d f ese two authors hold that "a case for a woman's legiti-
in ma . e :nse by means of sterilizing drugs can also be made with-
mage ztself when a · f 
actions forced h woman IS aced with outrageous sexual 
this opinion T~n er ~y her own husband." Other authors also hold 
for the pur~o e~ obvtou~ly are holding, then, that the use of drugs 
When and if s~~; preventmg conception is not truly an intrinsic evil 
sexual action ~ugs are used for the purpose of self-defense against 
lllarriage. s Unjustly forced on a woman, be it inside or outside 
V ALSECCHI'S UNWARRANTED EXTENSION 
OF THE NEW APPROACH 
. Vaisecchi howe . f 
llleVitable I~ . al ver, IS 0 the opinion also that there is some kind of 
dynamic c' arr~c dynamic in this line of reasoning and that this 
,, . Ies us eve f th , 
a lV~e Who, at this n . ur er: He _therefore questions whether, for 
and, _Indeed, no ri ht PartiCular time m her ~arriage, has no obligation 
depnve herself of l rt.J.o become ~regnant, It really is morally illicit to 
generation in d e I tty and to disrupt the physiological processes of 
artd, contrary or t~~ to do so." Valsecchi doubts that it is immoral 
considers his d:bt I'~ doubt is to the _co~stant teaching of moralists, h~ 
It seems to not totally lackmg m foundation." 
me that there certainly is an inevitable logic in the 
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arguments of Valsecchi and these other moralists regardin f 
forced against their will into sexual ~ctions outside of rna 
seems to me also that the dynamic of this logic does indeed fc 
move, in the same area (sexual morality) and in the sarr• 
problems (sexual violence), from the dilemma of the u 
woman subjected to sexual violence to that of the wife 
oppressed by her own husband. This connection can indee 
sidered logical. 
It seems to me also, however, that Valsecchi attribut 
"inevitable logic" of these considerations a force whicL 
beyond the limits of the areas and the logic involved. For 
the identical argument to cases totally different from one a 
as radically different as a deliberate act of one's own is diff€ 
one's being subjected to the forced act of another. This h 
plistically homogeneous application of an argument seems i 
lutely lacking in foundation and in no way justifiable, either 
Catholic teaching which, on this point, has been uniform an 
in the universal Magisterium, or in the light of reason itself. 
Nomen 
•age. It 
~e us to 
line of 
narried 
exually 
e con· 
to the 
;oes far 
applies 
ther,-
nt from 
of sim· 
be abso· 
, light of 
constant 
VALSECCHI'S EXAGGERATIONS DO NOT INVALI ATE 
THE ORIGINAL NEW APPROACH 
There remains, however, the conclusion, mentioned a} ve which 
some want to draw : the defense which they allow as justi d'for the 
unmarried woman in danger of being violated applies also o the wife 
unjustly violated within marriage itself. This conclusion, e think,~ 
indeed logical and worthy of careful consideration. We ·ropose to 
examine it here. For the moment, however, we shall limit .a e~amini 
ation of this proposal to a consideration of how the ' :-inctple 0 
Totality and its application to moral matters affeci. . th~ ne'; 
approach. Moreover we shall concentrate on how that : n nctple 0 
Totality is manifested in the teaching of Pius XI and Pius :'- II in such 8 
way as to enable us to evaluate this "defensive sterilizatioP ' 
I. THE PRINCIPLE OF TOTALITY, AS PIUS XII FORMULATED IT. 
The Principle of Totality affirms that: 
a part exists for the whole, and that as a consequence, the good o f the part 
is always subordinate to the good of the whol e. The whole is dec isive for the 
part and can dispose of the part to its own advantage (To Histologis ts, 1952)· 
Pius XII is not calling into doubt here that: 
a particular physical member of the body has a certain kind o f ex istence~; 
its own. As a member, however, in no way does it exist fo r itse lf. In td 
final analysis it is taken up with and into the totality of the organism (t bt ., 
emphasis added). 
And, 
the human be' g · ·t 
whole . d t m . Is a um y and an ordered whole. The law of this ordered 
. Is e er~m.ed by the final purpose of this ordered whole and sub-~;~:~ates t~ t~1s fmal purpose th~ activi~y of the parts according to the true 
of their Importance and their functioning (To Psychotherapis ts, 1953 ). 
Therefore, in virtue of the Principle of Totality, i.e., 
~f.:he r~ght to utilize the services of the organism as a whole rna :i~~ ly tspos~ of ~ndividual parts by destr<;>ying or mutilatin~ the~ may 
dam:r eo avOid senous and perduring damage or, naturally , to repair s~·ch 
{To: ~~he~ and I{ such damage could not otherwise be avoided or repaired 
IS o og1sts, 1953, emphasis added). 
F II. THE GLOBAL GOOD OF THE PERSON AS THE NORM 
OR THE APPLICATION OF THE PRINCIPLE OF TOTALITY 
. The opinion put f · d · 196 · . Jiceity f . orw_~ 1? 1 m Studl Cattolici concerned the 
m 1 ° _a P?Yslcal sterilization of a genital faculty which one has a su~~ obl,igat!On and a decisive intention not to put into action The 
ity ~uent_ debate centered on the meaning of the Principle of Total-
. · e pomt of the discussion was: 
l) whether th · d' 'd 1 
body are sueb m _Ivi ua physical organs and physical functions of the 
itself {and i~rdma_te~ to. the well-being only of the physical organism 
ordinated ~ l t a hsimilar w~y, whether the mental faculties are sub-
n Y o t e well-bemg of the spiritual soul) : OR 
2) whether, to the t h . . . 
functions of th :o; rary, t e mdividual physical organs and physical 
service . th f~ o y {and the psychic functions of the brain) are at the 
but als~ ~~f the mal ana~ysis, not only of the physical good of the body, 
e person him/ herself as a total entity. 
In this regard th · human body • ere 1s no doubt that the elemental parts of the 
fit in w'th 1 one another a d · t 
way] that th . I n a:e m erconnected with one another [in such a 
of the bod eir pace and their characteristics are dependent on the totality functionin/(;~~ serve the t~tality of the body in its total existence and 
Nor. sychotherap1sts, 1953, emphasis added ). 
18 there any doubt that 
the v · 
arious faculties d f . to~Jity of a bein an . unctwns of the psyche are part and parcel of the 
be1ng who is . . g who_Is spmtual, and are subordinated to its finality as a 
SPiritual (1bid.). 
~th . 
ere is some t· question. Ar ques wn, or at least some continue to raise the 
t' · e the m b f Ions- to be co . em ers o the body,- its organs, and its func-
I>erson in a d. nsidered as subordinated to the good of the total 
total J>erso irect . way? Or is this subordination to the good of the 
i n only In an · d · t 
rnrnediate/y b f' . · m lrec way, that is, by way of some good 
We lll ene 1c1al only to the body? s 
Ust grant th t 
a SUbordinat· a many papal statements do indeed speak only of 
Ion of these d f · organs an .unctwns to the good of the body 
222 ar 
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as a physical organism. This is the case, for exampl~, in ts XII's 
formulation of the Principle of Totality, as we have c1ted l 1 above. 
Among other statements of his, this is-clear also in his t n ment of 
the difference between a human being as a organism and • human 
race as an organism (To Cornea Donors, 1956). 
What the Pope says is, of course, quite true : the parts 1 he body 
are at the service of the whole body, that is, the physical anism of 
the individual. We do think, however, that when the Po· says that 
the members and organs of the body are subordinate to th tell-being 
of the body, i.e., of the whole physical organism, he is nsidering 
only those cases where these members or organs are aC' lly doing 
damage to the body by their diseased condition or at 1( ~ by their 
presence or activity (however normal such presence or ivity may 1 
be). That is, the only cases he is considering are thof ,vhere the 
damage is only to the body. In treating such cases, the P· ~ necessar· 
ily had to refer, of course, to the physical organism , ~he whole 
body. It was altogether natural that his reasoning should us on that 
aspect of the individual- his body -in an emphatic > ·; but that 
does not mean he intended his remarks in an exclusive y. In other 
words, in affirming the subordination of the various org. . and mem· 
bers of the body to the physical organism as a w , he never 
intended to deny that these same physical members a organs are 
also subordinated to interests of a much higher nature 1 the person. 
He never intended to deny that the physical organism z ·if is one of 
the components of the total person, and that the phy ·al organism 
itself, having no existence independent of the total pe r. 's existence, 
is itself fully subordinate, therefore, to the good of t h -o tal person. 
. ' . t" ill b . ly be correct Our interpretation of Pms XII s mten wn w o Vl G · • . 
to anyone who wants to consider the argument which • e Pope brmgs 
forth to demonstrate even the subordination of the ind dual physical 
organs to the physical organism as a whole : 
. 1" . ·t b . Th m bers of this The physical organism of man 1s a tota 1ty m 1 s emg. e m" h e 
. . . d . t th" t t l't . h a ' ay as to av phys1cal orgamsm are mtegrate m o IS o a I Y m sue . · the 
no independent existence of their own. They do not ex zs t ex cept for f 
t he purpose o 
total physical organism , and have no other purpose excep t 
the total physical organism (To Cornea Donors, 1956). 
. · ? ObviouslY it 
But what is the purpose of the total physzcal orgamsm ·. h waY 
is that it be, in its turn, integrated into the total person, m su~ t a onlY 
as to have no independent existence of its own. The body exlsbs rs of 
A the mem e as a component of the total person. s a consequence, . ly do 
the body, by way of the physical organism as a whole, certain 
serve the interests of the total being as a person . to the 
Along with these texts cited above, confined as t hey aretheless, 
· al th are none d physical organic component of the tot person, ere ' t we fin 
many other texts which demonstrate beyond any doubt tha 
224 
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in the papal documents what reason itself also calls for: that the 
~embers, the organs, and their functions - and indeed the very body 
Itself as a whole - serve the rightful needs of the soul in the exercise 
?f the higher functions of knowing and willing and, above all, the 
mterests of the person himself. These papal texts touch on three 
points: 
a) Are the members and functions of the body subject to the true 
need of the individual to provide f<?r his own welfare? Piux XII 
answers: 
Man has the right to make use of his body and its higher facult ies but not 
to dispose of them as if he were their lord or master . . .. It can b~ that, in 
e~ercising his right of stewardship, he may mutilate or destroy a part of 
hrmself. granted that this is necessary for the good of the whole organism 
(To Neuro-Psycho-Pharmacologists, 1958, emphasis added). 
And we cited above the following text, which makes the same 
pomt: . 
A _particular physical member of the body admittedly has a certain kind of 
ex1stence of its own, but, as a member, in no way does it exist for itself. In 
the ~ina! · analysis the particular member of the body is integrated into the 
totahty of the organism (To Catholic Doctors, 1956, emphasis added). 
b) Is the whole body subject to the true need of the individual to 
provide for his own total welfare? Pius XII answers: 
~an_ is the steward, not the independent possessor or owner of his body, of 
18 hfe, and of everything else which the Creator has given him so that man 
may make use of it (To The World Health Organization 1954 emphasis 
added). ' ' 
And: 
Direct st T t' · h" en 1za JOn IS not authorized by the right which man has to steward 
!Sown body (To Hematologists, 1958, emphasis added). 
~n indeed is not the proprietor or absolute lord of his body, but only 
pn!0 Y_8 the use of that body. From this fact there derives a whole series of 
rmc!ples and norms which regulate the use and the right to steward the 
organs and m b f h m h em ers o t e body . ... However limited the power which 
c ant· as ~ver his members and organs, it is a direct power, 6 because they are 
S~n~ ltUt!Ve parts of his physical being1 (To Italian Physicians ' Society of 
· uke, 1944, emphasis added). 
c) Are_ the parts of the body -not merely the body as a whole-
SUbject also to the need of the individual as a person? E.g., may a 
pers~n sacrifice a part of his body in order to defend not only his 
Th~h~stcallife, but also his personal rights? 
the ~s _the point ab<:>ut which some find great difficulty in applying 
lllon f Clple_ of Tot'lhty. Yet we have here also undoubtable testi-
y rom Pms XII: 
To this subo d " . 
and its r matJon. of particular organs vis-a-vis the {physical] organism 
sica!] own_ spe_cial purpose there is joined also the purpose of the (phy-
. orgamsm Itself · [f th h . I . . ] . . spiritual · or e P ysJCa orgamsm 1tself rs des1gned for the 
purpose of the very person. Medical, physical, and psychological 
Allgust, 1985 225 
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experiments can, on the one hand, bring about certain damages to 
and their functions. On the other hand, it is possible for such exper 
to be perfectly licit to the extent that the:y arer irl harmony with the g 
the person (To Neuro-Psycho-Pharmacologists, 1958, emphasis added 
·gans 
1ents 
>d of 
In another place, Pius XII approved the removal of health organs, 
e body 
1dy. He 
functioning in a normal way, e.g., the testes, in order to save 
from some threat, e.g., cancer growth in another part of the 
reasoned in this way: · 
This conclusion [that such removals are licit 1 is deduced from the 
stewardship which man has received from his Creator, in what con e-
body, in accord with the Principle of Totality (To Urologish 
emphasis added). 
In virtue of the Principle of Totality, Pius XII explained ' 
discourse, the individual can dispose of individual parts of hi· 
when and in the measure required for the good of his being as a t 
order to insure his existence .... We have already explained where 
of the patient is morally limited in stewarding his ~elf, h~s spirit, 
his faculties, his organs and his functions ... (To Histologists, 19 5: 
sis ailded). 
The master and user of such an organism . . . can intervene w it 
quency and in the measure required by the good of the entire t 
paralyze, destroy, mutilate, or remove its member-parts . ... [Th .o 
of Totality 1 affirms that the' part exists for the whole, and that · 
quence the good of the part remains always subordinated t_o the g 
whole; The whole is determinative for the part and can dispose 
in its own interest (ibid. ). 
~ht of 
s the 
1953, 
another 
)OdY 
; lity in 
e right 
, body, 
empha-
the fre· 
ality to 
·rinciple 
a conse· 
.d of the 
the part 
Again, he says: 
However limited it is, this power of the individual over his m r• ,bers an~ 
organs is a direct power because they are constitutive parts_ o f ~ • physzca 
being (To Italian Physicians' St. Luke Society, 1944, emphasis ad ' ·•d ). 
And in one final place, 
. . 1 . d l t a bodily Christian morality answers that [physical beauty IS a goo , l~ d 
good , oriented towards the whole human being, and, like the o her goo 5' 
susceptible to abuse (To Plastic Surgeons, 1958 ). 
• • i- h. g does We can assert with full convtctwn, then, that papal ~eac m Ives 
not exclude putting the physical functions, even tho~e m them~e the 
normal, at the disposal of the legitimate personal mterests ~ sica! 
individual. These legitimate interests may be to save the ~ ~ the 
organism from hardsliips which would be imposed on it agatns uta· 
individual's will, or to free the soul and the spirit from l~s~ 0:t:efnter· 
tion contempt societal difficulties and so on. These legttlm doiD 
' ' . t t f free 
ests may also be simply that a woman may enJOY as a e 0 h own 
which she does not want to give up, either by a free act of ,er illicit 
will or by force of circumstances, i.e., through someone else s would 
conduct (rape) whose normal consequences (pregnancy ) she 
have to accept. 
226 
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III. The Logical Application of the Principle of Totality 
to the Defense of the Organism Against Unjust Violence 
In our view, a consequence of this papal doctrine is the opinion 
mentioned at the outset of this article: It is licit to forearm the organ-
ism, including the sexual faculty itself, a) against an unjust and damag-
ing aggression, and b) against the harmful consequences of such an 
aggression, whether these consequences· would physically affect the 
organism itself by subjecting it to uncalled for troubles and risks, or 
badly affect the total being of the individual. A woman can licitly 
hinder these harmful consequences in the rightful stewarding of her 
natural functions by reason of the same right by which she seeks to 
cast out the semen which is their cause, namely, that these conse-
quences are a continuation of the injustice she has undergone and that 
their elimination does not violate the higher rights of a third party. s 
The doctrine of very many prudent moralists, which permits the 
prompt use of uterine douches9 in order to expel semen released into 
a woman ·in sexual violence, is therefore an indirect confirmation of 
this opinion. This doctrine presumes always, of course, that in such a 
douche there is no danger of an abortion. But if it is not illicit to 
hinder the spermatozoan introduced by violence ·into the genital tract 
from invading the ovum when the woman has already undergone 
sexual violence, we have then every motive for suspending ovulation 
to this same end and in the same circumstances of violent physical 
force. The nature of the action as moral is the same; the material 
~eans are, in both cases, morally indifferent, for the means in each 
lllStance have no moral significance coming from their object (i.e., 
they are not in se mala) or their circumstances. 
We must, indeed, warn that one can never insist enough on the a~lute necessity of a wife's sincerely protesting against the evil 
~ton of_ her spouse and of her not actively participating in or willing 
~ eas~e m the act itself. We are nonetheless of the opinion that it 
_oes tndeed follow by the very force of logic itself that the case of the ~gle woman who undergoes sexual violence is the same as that of the ~e who is living in her marriage, but with her mind made up and 
With a right which exists with certainty and which she invokes with 
ce:rnty, and with a consequent refusal to have sexual relations, ~d ch_ nonetheless are then extorted from her by her husband. 
ano:Ittedl~, wh~ther this right to refuse exists in a given case is 
W . e~ quite dehcate question, and one not always easy to answer.) w~ I::S~: ~ne is dealing here with a defense against an aggression 
op c ~ With certainty unjust because this request for basically 
re:;esszve ~oit~s does not enter into the marriage contract. It is a 
exte est Which Is not consented to internally, one which is refused 
any ~Y, ~done which would be brought to naught, had the wife 
c Otce m the matter. At one time, we inclined to the opposite 
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view1o because it seemed to us that the husband in such a case rt ained 
a radical right which he was abusing only as to the mode of ex1 cising 
, it. But in further thinking it through, it" does not seem to us eitl r rash 
or improbable to say that the husband has no right to acts wl ch are 
not objects of the marriage contract. Such acts, unjustly sou 1t, are 
comparable to unjust acts (rape) outside of marriage. 
This opinion, however difficult to handle in its practical ap ication 
and open to abuse and illusions, seems to us more in confor ;y with 
the doctrine of Pius XI and Pius XII. We say in conformity, nd not 
only exempt from condemnation by those Popes. We certai. y think 
that it in no way departs from the natural reasoning invoke •Y them 
to show the intrinsic evil of the abuse of marriage. This abus€ onsists, 
according to their explanation, in the fact of deliberately ro dng use 
of the sexual faculty while at the same time frustrating its na .ral end. 
Such a deliberate frustration thus contradicts the divine pl; for the 
ontological ordering and finality assigned by God Himself f · sexual· 
ity, an ordering and finality written into the very mode of ction of 
nature itself. But in the hypothesis which we are discussing, ere is no 
deliberate use of sexuality. Rather, a woman is refusing ~ ch a use 
sincerely and for just reasons, and she is defending her ver: Jerson in 
the one way possible . That one way is to paralyze ten orarilY a 
function of the body within the scope of that function's rr diate and 
negative purpose within the organism.n This mediate a1 negative 
function is for the sexual faculty to sacrifice its specialized mction in 
order a) not to injure the overall good of the entire physic' organism 
by imposing on it a heavy burden which the woman ha a right to 
exclude and b) not to injure the overall good of the ind , idual as a 
person who must remain in control of her own freedom .10d of her 
reputation and standing in society. This is all the more trw:: when s~ch 
a suspension of the sexual faculty is not damaging to 1 ;l e phys1cal 
organism and is not caused primarily for the sake of the m·ganism, but 
of the woman herself as a person. 
1 This kind of argumentation from natural reason was common Y 
used by the two above-mentioned Popes when they spoke of the use 
of marriage (and therefore of the deliberate and free act ivat ing of the 
sexual faculty). We think, however, that their argumentation was 
expressly limited to this sexual activation precisely insofar as it ~as 
deliberate and free. In this way, the two Popes excluded, at least as ar 
as their considerations were concerned, the case of the married woman 
who undergoes an unjust sexual violence from her own husband. . h 
We shall prescind, fo:r the time being, from the compariso~ w~~o 
more than once the Holy See has made between the single grrl h s· 
suffers sexual violation by rape and the wife who has to face a ~y 
band who resorts to artificial birth control. We would remark ony 
that this comparison used by the Magisterium seems to us wort~ P;h~ 
ing attention to also in this matter of a wife's forearming herself lfi 
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face of unjust sexual violence. 
We would like, however, to reflect now on some expressions of 
Casti Connubii and some discourses of Pius XII. 
Casti Connubii 
. The great encyclical on Christian marriage, when it condemns con-
JUgal abuse, refers explicitly to: . 
any use whatsoever of marriage in which by human malice, the act is 
stripped of its natural procreative power. ' 
The encyclical is speaking, then, of an illicit act which is determined 
~J:l?n and manipulated by the will of the person activating the faculty; 
It IS not speaking of an incident which one suffers against one's will. 
Or, as Pius XII will say later in his authoritative comments on the 
encyclical, the issue is: 
every ~ttempt of spouses in the carrying out of the conjugal act or in its 
unfoldmg .. . (To Midwives, 1951, emphasis added). 
Pius XII's Discourses 
~ut it was for Pius XII himself to express, not without some 
obVIous assistance of the Holy Spirit the doctrine on marriage with a 
surprising accuracy and measured pr~cision which, nonetheless, in no 
way exclude the opinion which we are here advancing as probable. !~~e:d~ he even insi':u~tes. this saZ?e opinio~ implicitly at least two or 
times by the hm1tatwns wh1ch he · deliberately sets to his state-
ments. 
As early as 1944, when the kind of question we are discussing had ~0~ e~en ~isen, he spoke thus to the Italian physicians' Society of St. 
u em h1s foundational discourse on medical morality. 
Sexuality i t 1 . . th s a na ura power for which the Creator Himself has determined 
e structure and essential forms of activity with a precise purpose and with ~~:;e~ponding duties to. which man is obligated in every conscious use of 
Pr ac~Ity . · · . The pnmary purpose ... willed by nature in this use is ocreat1on Th C . 
J. . d · · · · e reator Himself, for the good of the human race has ome the 1 ' 
those f ~0 untary use of that natural energy to the purpose immanent to 
acuities (emphasis added). 
unRbelferring to the removal of the ovaries in order to render them 
a e to fu t' d · nan nc Ion an m order, thus, to prevent a dangerous preg-To~J.t h~ declared in 1953 that one can not invoke the Principle of 
c0111 .
1 Y In such a case. There is, he maintained, in reality no danger 
influmg to the woman either from the ovaries themselves or from their 
ence on other sick organs. 
To justify thi . 
earlier d 8 removal, some would Cite the Principle of Totality mentioned 
' an would say that it is morally permitted to intervene in healthy 
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organs when the good of the whole requires it. But here the appea l 
principle is mistaken. For ... the danger to the woman is not com it 
the presence or normal functioning of the ovaries .. .. The danger 
only if freely chosen sexual activity causes a pregnancy which could 
a threat . . . (To Urologists, 1953, emphasis added). 
We note that Pius XII speaks here not only of freely chos 
activity, but of an unnecessary medical intervention for t h( 
the whole. The good of the whole certainly is at stake here, l 
case it is possible to achieve that good without violating thE 
physical integrity. For she can freely choose to abstain fr1 
actions. Abstention, however, is precisely what is, in the case 
coitus, not an option. 
Finally, in his famous address to the Seventh lnternation 
of Hematologists in 1958, Pius XII first affirmed that th• 
which he had proclaimed elsewhere on the intrinsic ev 
sterilization also 
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from 
pears 
n be 
sexual 
:ood of 
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·oman 's 
1 sexual ' 
f forced 
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jrinciples 
of direct 
prevent one from considering as licit the removal of the sexual 
organs for the purpose of preventing the transmission of defect i·· 
characteristics. 
nds and 
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He then added the following case : 
Is the impeding of ovulation by means of pills allowed for a m ar> J woman 
who, in spite of this temporary sterility, desires to have sexual re .o ns with 
her own husband (ibid.)? 
He then declares illicit any sterilization 
to preserve the uterus and the organism from the consequenc ' f a preg· 
nancy which it cannot support (ibid.) . 
But he makes this declaration in the hypothesis of a va l ttary use of 
the sexual faculty. And in the following sentence he ontinues to 
speak of medical indications which render: 
undesirable a conception which is too close (to the preced in - .m e) or in 
other similar cases ... (ibid.) . 
It is obvious that Pius XII presupposes here that we are fi, aling with~ 
voluntary use of sexual relations. In the same discourse, t ~ a matter~ 
fact, there is a confirmation of this interpretation ot t he Pop~ds 
thought. For where he speaks of his allocution in 195J to the !Ill · 
wives, he says: 
We explained that spouses who use their conjugal rights h a ve a positive 
obligation, in virtue of the natural law proper to their state of life, not to 
exclude procreation (emphasis added). 
The Right to Self-Defense- Limited But Real 
· aJ 
Moreover, we find, in the papal Magisterium one o ther do~tr~l 
aspect which it is in our interest to underline in this regard. For PIUS. st 
admitted explicitly the Principle of Legitimate De fense A~ains~ U~~o, 
Aggression as a general norm and, therefore, for marrzed hfe 
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w~en he denied .explicit~y that this norm could be invoked (as it was, 
Without foundatiOn) agamst the offspring of a pregnant woman: 
I~ is not an indication for killing the child which has been conceived Th ?~~t ~ defense by shedding blood against an unjust aggressor is n~t a~ 
10
. zc~tJOn for taking the life of a child which has been conceived nor does 
thzs rzght have any place here (Casti Connubii , 1983, emphasis add~d). 
Pius ~II, for his part, recognized not· only a right to avoid a child's 
c~nceptiOn, but also, in certain instances in a marriage a true obliga-;talian10~ to ~o s?. S?eaking to the conference of the Catholic Union of 
M1dw1ves m 1951, he said: 
Yho~ find yourselves at times faced with a quite difficult case one that is in 
w zch a worn t b · ' ' ' h ' h . an canno e requzred to run the risk of pregnancy and in 
; zc. mdeed she must avoid it. If the conditions require absolutely 'a "no " 
at Is, the exclusion of pregnancy, it would be wrong to give a "yes. " ' 
Now the Magisterium of the Church, as Pius XII pointed out, 
cannot proclaim m 1 1 · th ill ora norms un ess she. zs certain that she is interpreting 
e w of God (To the Italian Center for Women, 1956 ). 
Anl _d on the basis of this same certainty the same Pius XII also ·pro-
c atmed as "in f 11 · t d then u. VIgor o ay as yesterday . . ·.and also tomorrow" 
aturallaw whtch excludes as immoral 
heve~y atte~pt of the spouses in the carrying out of the conJ·ugal act avmg as t · · · · 
P 
1 s purpose to depnve the act of the power inherent in it and to 
revent the co t· f · 
. ncep Jon o a new hfe (To Midwives, 1951 ). 
ThiS very sam M . t . h e ag1s enum of which Pius XII spoke teaches also 
owever with th t · ' 
even in ' . e sa~e cer amty, the right of legitimate defense, 
the t· marrtage, and m propounding the doctrine of the Church on 
of t~\l;ation of the sexual faculty, refers many times to the free use estab~ h acuity. All ?f this is over and above the Magisterium's having 
whi h 18 ed a~ a umversal moral principle the Principle of Totality legi~ aut~onzes the sacrifice of parts or functions of the body in th~ 
Who:mate mterests of the organism as a whole or of the person as a 
e. 
As a conclusi th · · 
of moral· t on on . Is pomt, we would offer for the consideration 18 s the followmg proposition: 
SINCE THE TR THE FR. ANSMISSION OF LIFE IS SUPPOSED TO BE 
(OR. AT ~~T OF CONJUGAL LOVE, THERE IS NO OBLIGATION 
TAINTY) T AST ONE CANNOT BE DEMONSTRATED WITH CER-
0 ACCEPT A PREGNANCY 
A)WHEN THE 
. JUGA RE IS NO OBLIGATION TO ALLOW THE CON-
LACT, OR 
B)WlJEN AS 
ACT A MATTER OF FACT ONE HAS ALLOWED THAT 
THE ~NLY UNDER UNJUST PRESSURE WHICH IS AGAINST 
HUM BOVE-MENTIONED RIGHT TO A FREE AND TRULY 
AN GIVING OF CONJUGAL LOVE. . 
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THEREFORE IN SUCH CASES OF UNJUST OPPRESSIO I THE 
INNOCENT PARTY MAY RIGHTLY ARM HERSELF 1 -IEAD 
OF TIME AGAINST THE AGGRESSOR WITHOUT TH REBY 
GOING AGAINST THE ORDER OF NATURE, WHIC SUB-
ORDINATES THE FUNCTIONING OF THE ORGANS (I THIS 
CASE, THE SEXUAL ORGANS) TO THE GOOD OFT INDI-
VIDUAL (IN THIS CASE, THE WIFE). 
IV. The Principle of Totality Does Not Apply 
. to the Genuine Conjugal Act 
tade by 
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dage by 
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It remains for us now to examine certain attempts being 
some theologians to apply the Principle of Totality to the : 
of sexual life in marriage. The justification offered for this 1 
that it will help obtain some of the higher purposes of m 
sacrificing at the same time other valuable but less exalted 
which are, at the moment, incompatible with those higher 
sacrifice of the lower to the higher would be, it is claimed, ir 
ity with the hierarchy of values because it would stimulat e 
tain conjugal love and fidelity (higher values), along with tl 
psycho-physical balance, by sacrificing (regretfully) at the s. 
conception of a child (a lower value) which would be unre 
the concrete circumstances of the couple. The sacrifice i 
frustrating the material biological forces inherent in a se· 
tion, because, at this point of time, these forces are harmfu 
1al activa-
to all that 
is truly personal in their lives. 
One Theory : The Individual Spouses are Absorb( 
into a Higher, Newly-Created Entity : The Marriage J self 
Among those who put forward this kind of application Jf the prin· 
ciple, some have conceived of the marriage bond as a uni ty-~~-twdo 
which is really a new conjugal person resulting from the ' thou ~n 
the " i " which are now converted into a "we. " This concevtualizatio~, 
' . . dIll it must be said from the start, goes beyond the meanmg contame 2 the biblical expression : " And they will be two in one flesh (Gen. ' 
24). It is an arbitrary conceptualization and, as a mat ter of fa~t, do~s 
not do justice to the reality of two perso~s fully indivi~ualized m_: h: 
natures who are joined together only m a moral umon, that 1 ' 
reason only of their free-will decisions. t 
Moreover, this conceptualization itself, by its very nature, rules ~~e 
using the very principle which these writers want to use, namel.y, {-
Principle of Totality. For as soon as one recognizes that, t~e. ~nitr~~n 
two notwithstanding, each party has an individual respons1~1l~~y, tor 
there is no true new "conjugal person. " There is a possiblhty, on 
. instance, that one party will be forgiven and the other condemned 
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the day of judgment. Now it is precisely this kind of personal responsi-
bility and independence of thought, of will, and of conscience which 
is undeniably present, even when both of the persons do indeed meet 
together in one will and one decision on any particular matter. The 
convergence takes place, not by reason of some metaphysical or quasi-
metaphysical union, but by reason of two thoughts and two wills, 
metaphysically distinct, settling materially on the same thing. 
The conjugal unity, then, cannot be considered as a new unified 
1 phusis or entity. Its individual members (the spouses) cannot be con-
sidered as integral parts of some higher total entity (the marriage 
union); they must be considered organic parts of a purely moral or 
uoluntary, not of a metaphysical kind. In such an organic unity, " the 
unity does not subsist as a separate metaphysical entity , but simply as 
a unity of purposes and of actions. " The spouses make themselves 
" nl 0 Y collaborators and instruments for achieving what they, as a 
community, have settled upon as their goals." 
From this critique, what follows logic;:ally for the application of the 
Principle of Totality? Marriage, that is, the conjugal societ y, cannot be 
~ entity entirely distinct from the two spouses. Therefore, " a mar-
~e" cannot, either directly or indirectly, do away legit imately with 
their physical being, their bodily members, organs; or funct ions, as if 
th~e were integral parts of some higher entity into whose organic 
exiStence they are somehow metaphysically absorbed and subordin-
ated. Just as the conjugal totality has only a limited unity of purpose 
~d act~o_n? so also it can make demands, yes, but only limited ones on 
hhe activities of the two parties within the scope of their commonly 
:ld goals. But this limited unity of purpose and action has no rights 
~- owner~hip over the individual persons or over their substantial 
In~, as 1f they should serve as partial elements for the purpose of the 
lllarriage itself as an entitative totality. Indeed, there can be no 
:nuine good for the society which marriage is if that " good " is con-
Thary to the true and full good of either spouse as an individual. 
so ~refore, no truly honorable proposition is possible within marital 
an~et~ ~hich could legitimize any renunciation of the personal status 
t t~lgruty or of their individual responsibility, each one before God, 
or e stewardship of his or her own self. 
A Second Theory: Physical and Sexual Integrity May 
Be Sacrificed for the Sake of the Love of One's Spouse 
Sl)o Other theologians do not admit this subordination of both the 
riag~s _to t~e hypothesized quasi-metaphysical new entity, the mar-
Prin . ~lty, discussed above. These writers, however, also appeal to the 
obseClp e ~f Totality and to the hierarchy of values which must be 
sexu~ed m human actions, and conclude that the integrity of the 
act and of the connatural power of procreation in that act and 
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in its natural consequences can be sacrificed to the higher in rests of 
the spouses. They differ from the previously mentioned wril 
ever, in appealing to the higher interests, not of the spouses < 
parts of a higher, subsistent entity, the marriage unity itself, l 
spouses considered as individuals. According to this sec 
writers, this sacrifice of the procreative faculties would be a 1 
stewardship of one's own faculties. It would be a sacrifice of 
goods for higher, psychic ones in the instance where, as is sc 
·s, how· 
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These writers suggest furthermore that it would be l 
sacrifice one's own personal, psycho-physical good to t } 
one's spouse from a motive of charity in regard to his or h 
convenience. This sacrifice they would compare to the s& 
strip of skin or of a certain quantity of blood for thE 
someone else. For such a sacrifice of one's own interests r 
charity would, indeed, be an impoverishment, but woul 
great enrichment spiritually for the person making tr generous , 
renunciation of his or her own good for the sake of fe' ·W human 
beings. 
We find, however, that this line of reasoning is also de ,tute of all 
consistency, and for four principal reasons. 
First and most important, the human being has no righ "o sacrifice 
directly organs and functions of his own total organism e ept within 
the limits of their own natural purposes. One of these limi is that the 
sacrifice must be necessary for some more important od of h~ 
totality as an organism and as a person. In other words, ,teh a sacri· 
fice can be considered necessary 01ily when there are no Jther rneans 
less injurious for obtaining his overall good. But such a •crifice can· 
not be considered necessary when there exist other m e ·1s adequa~ 
for obtaining this well-being without interfering with t he• integritY ~ 
his or her organs or functions. And in the case of sexual , iolence, thiS 
is exactly the point: there is no other means. 
Second and equally important, in the hierarchy of values one can· 
not make the comparison between "merely" bio-physiol gical val;~ 
on the one hand , and psycho-spiritual love values on the other .. 
0 
there exists, above both these kinds of values, the eth ical v~ue, ~e·; 
the most noble and most distinctively human value. This eth1cal v ~y 
is determined, not by some superstitious rejection of nature or rY 
some sexual taboo, but by the order written by God into. the ~ue 
purposefulness of nature and of its activation. Now this et~1cal v the 
consists in submitting the voluntary activation of sexualitY. ~0 10 
connatural consequences assigned to it by God. An o~positlon110 1 
these consequences would be justified only if the activatwn were uld 
freely chosen and the natural developments of t his activat ion wo 
be injurious to a person thus victimized. 
mdhird,. th~ sex~al . faculty has quite singular and altogether particu-
tio zed fm~hty Wlthl~ the h~man organism. For it has a specific func-
fu n, .that Is, a functwn which specifies or differentiates it from the 
.nct10ns of all other faculties of the body .12 In this specific func-
tion, the sexual fac~lty is not designed, then, as are other goods, for 
:e good o~ ~he serviCe primarily of the individual, but is involved in 
ti:n tra~smiSsiOn of life and is a service to human society in collabora-
vate ~Ith Go~. Whe~ever a human being deliberately chooses to acti-
alto It, then, ~~ requrr~s a reverence and an untouchableness which are 
gether special to this orientation toward procreation 
The 1 th · · · d' ,ou: pomt Is that not only anti-ovulatory drugs but also 
zrect s~rgzcal .sterilization would be licit in the context of the sexual 
oppressiOn which we have been discussing. At least it would be licit in 
:~ ~~er~, on ~he one hand, there is no foreseeable probability of 
fin e~ Y mcreasmg the family and, on the other hand the lack of the~~~al.r~~ources would render impossible the medical s~pervision or 
needs q~:ItiOn of anti-~onception products which the beleagured wife 
births. in such cas~s, ~~ the woman truly needs to avoid any more 
drug h to the family, If she does not have the money to buy the 
ing ~n~ee n~e~s, or eve~ if she sim~ly wants to save herself the agoniz-
conc t' rtamtles, .wornes, and tediOusness which the use of the anti-
tion e~ Ion dr~gs m~olves, she may licitly seek even surgical steriliza-
irre~er ~!:t~ will object to this position of ours on the basis of the 
we th~\' zty of the op~ration. The objection, however, is not valid 
opinio m th for condemn~ng such a sterilization intervention. In ou; 
meth ~· ere would exist sufficient reason for preferring this surgical 
physi~li o;er the others, pr~cisely because our line of thinking is not a 
l'easonab~ one, and we beheve that the sacrifice of organic integrity is 
e when there are sufficient reasons. 
Conclusion 
In conclusion . . we have h ' we want to say that we mamtam the opinion which 
harmon e~e put forward only insofar as it appears to us not out of 
contraryy With papal doctrine. Indeed, V\e would hold that to the 
• what we h ·d h · ' papat tea h. ave ~a1 ere IS actually quite in line with the 
PiUs XU c hi~g proposed m Casti Connubii and in the allocutions of 
follows f w Ich we have ~entioned in this article. That papal teaching 
Vincec:t th:~~h:he centuries-old tradition of the Church. We are con-
tiffs is val'd ar~ments of natural reason employed by those pan-
the Auth 1 and sohdly probative for the natural order prescribed by 
~tivationo:~ft~ature Hi~self for the voluntary , deliberate, and free 
Itself, of e g~neratlve faculty. We defend this papal teaching 
0 · course With eve · · Pillion wh. h ' n more conv1ctwn than we do our own 
Ic • nonetheless, we think follows from it: that a married 
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woman may licitly defend herself against unjust violence ex 
from her own husband against her basic right, at a given t i1 
be impregnated. 
~rienced 
~ . not to 
We do recognize that this opm10n of ours is subject 
obvious dangers as far as its actual legitimate use is cone 
passions and vested interests can inject themselves into a 
correct conscience and becloud and deceive it. On the one 1 
one can never insist enough on the need for. an indispensar 
and sensitiveness of conscience for a wife having recourse 
tion we defend here. But the danger of abuse does not 
morality of the solution itself. On the other hand, we thir 
are in no way rare and in no way infrequent in which rec 
solution which we have here proposed would be the v. 
grievous unjust violence against the person of a wife. In 
solution, she can preserve herself in the life of grace 
ongoing heroism which seems neither possible for ge 
human beings, nor according to the ordinary worki1 
providence. 
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i av~ som~ lrect ng~t to m~nage his body as a totality . He is not confined to an fndlr~ct nght to mfhct certam physical evils on his body , i. e., loss of a m ember or 
e~:~~o~, as one result of some go?d which_ he performs for the sake of some good 
direct/. o the contrary , he may directly Will and effect certain physical privations 
Y as a means to an end. 
boJ~ i:ailbap~eems ~ere to ?e making the point that the right to steward the whole 
the parts ~f t~s ;~~ s t;~ch;ng, a ~ore fu~damental right than the right to steward 
8. Zalba e e_ o y .. e atter nght denves from the former, not vice-versa. 
the . t' vidently mtends here to rule out any abortifacient "solu t ions" for 
VIc Im or threatened victim of rape. 
1
9
0
· T
1 
his_ is no longer considered a medically effective technique 
-nhis1958C d ' · · 
cited in footnote 2. ompen IUm Theologwe Mora/is, as well as in the 1962 article 
im~~dFI_aotr thedsexua_l _faculty has a mediate and negative purpose as well as an 
e an posztwe purpo Th ' · d' ' 
expression of . ~e. . Is lmme late and positive purpose is the 
wish it B t conjugal love which Is open to the gift of a child should God so 
faculti~s ~ .;ore Jundamen tal to the sexual faculty' as well as to' all other bodily 
to the ov' Ills me late purpose, which is that the sexual faculty always contribute 
era good of the p Th' d' 
sense that th erson. Is me Iate purpose is always negative in the 
Whole person e ;~::cu~l faculty may not be allowed to be a source of harm to the 
why removal ~fa ISeis tru_e whether the faculty is diseased or even normal. This is 
of Totality i I' ' tg ~eratJve organ (or any other organs) by reason of the Principle 
loOd. Contr;c:c~i w en ~~ere_ is no other way to provide for the person 's overall 
out because th p v_e stenhzatiOn (as opposed to defensive . sterilization) is ruled 
lion. ere IS another way, namely, freely and responsibly chosen absten-
12. Zalba refe d I' . . 
and Positive fun~r~ ~ar Ier abo~e to this "specific function " as the "immediate 
live" function t tJon ~procreatiOn) as contrasted with the "mediate and nega-
or her detrim (t)o Scontnbute to the total welfare of the individual and not to his 
en · ee footnote 11 . ' 
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